ABSTRACT Person re-identification (re-id) is a significant application in public security and attracts much more research interest due to its significant application in reality. Most person re-id models focus on imagebased or video-based re-id problems. In fact, image-to-video person re-id has important significance in lost-human location, criminal-tracking, and pedestrian video retrieval. In image-to-video person re-id task, the key challenge of this issue is how to build an accurate connection between appearance image features and spatio-temporal video features due to the huge cross-media gap in different modalities. Although existing image-to-video person re-id models have achieved good effectiveness, there is still a large distance away from practical application. These methods only consider the similarity measurement of cross-media features, which are extracted from the original whole image/video without any importance. However, the main useful and discriminative information is always contained in human body parts (torso, elbow, wrist, knee, and ankle), while pedestrian image/video backgrounds retain lots of useless information. In this paper, we present a Cross-media Body-part Attention Network (CBAN) for image-to-video person re-id, which can extract the cross-media body part attention features from images/videos (by CNN/LSTM), and simultaneously ignore the useless information in the background by using a part attention mechanism. Besides, our network can alleviate the inherent cross-media gap by a novel media-pulling constraint term. The extensive experiments are conducted on three large scale datasets (Market1501, Mars and CUHK03) and two small datasets (PRID-2011, iLIDS-VID), and the results show our CBAN approach can solve the image-to-video person re-id problem effectively with a body-part attention mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-id) is one of the most important research in video surveillance and it aims at searching the correct pedestrian in gallery set through a probe image/video. Recently, person re-id appeals various investigators because it meets many challenges and has much significance for public security. Though a large number of person re-id models have been proposed, there are plenty of unresolved barriers for real applications. The essential reason is that there are tremendous variations in illumination, poses, viewpoint, occlusion and cluttered background in different non-overlapped camera views.
From the application in different scenarios, the categories of person re-id models are separated as image-based [1] , [7] , [21] , [46] , video-based [6] , [18] , [30] , and image-tovideo based [32] , [43] person re-id according to the matching The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gustavo Olague. object (image or video). The kind of image-based person re-id aims to recognize pedestrians between images captured from different cameras (denoted as probe and gallery) with a same person identity, and the kind of video-based re-id methods is utilized into searching the target person identity in gallery videos by a given probe video or image-set. The most difficult scenario of these three categories is image-to-video based person re-id (IVPR) problem, in which the images contain appearance feature while the videos have temporal information in addition to appearance feature, as shown in Figure 1 . In criminal tracking and lost human locating, image-to-video person re-id has been widely used. In this application, more noisy images without efficient information can not support image-based person re-id methods. Therefore, it has very important practical significance to exploit image-to-video person re-id.
In IVPR task, two main challenges are obvious to see: the first is how to compute the similarity between image and video features. Obviously, there exists a tremendous FIGURE 1. Illustration of image to video person re-id task. Given a probe image and series of gallery videos, the goal of image to video person re-id is to find the correct matching video by the given image, where image appearance feature lacks of temporal information as compared with video feature. The most difficult challenge is how to alleviate the cross-media gap between different features which can be resolved by extracting a more robust feature representation and learning a reliable similarity measurement.
cross-media gap between image appearance feature and video spatio-temporal feature because they follow different space distributions. Various models [3] , [41] have exploited crossview challenge without considering IVPR problem. At the meanwhile, some models [32] , [43] , [51] , focus on pulling the positive (with the same pedestrian ID label) image-to-video pairs and pushing the negative (with different pedestrian ID labels) image-to-video pairs in a common feature subspace. The second challenge is how to extract robust feature having more representative information instead of directly utilizing all the information in each image or video. Lots of useless or noise information in image or video will reduce the representative ability of pedestrian. In existing cross-modal IVPR models, they simply employ convolutional neural network to extract appearance feature for images and deploy long shortterm memory network to extract spatio-temporal feature for videos, respectively. However, they almost focus on similarity measurement without considering how to extract suitable cross-media feature by selecting important information in human body and neglecting useless image/frame portion, such as background and occlusion.
In order to address the above limitations, we propose a cross-media body-part attention network (CBAN) for imageto-video based person re-id problem. Our CBAN approach consists of two feature extractors, including a shared bodypart attention CNN feature extractor for images and frames in videos, a specific spatio-temporal feature extractor for sequence CNN features of video frames by a long short-term memory network. Besides, similarity measurement loss and cross-media body-part attention pulling loss are employed to optimize the synthesized network.
A. MOTIVATIONS
Existing IVPR models still leave a large distance to real application because their performances are relatively lower than image-based or video-based person re-id. The reason of this phenomenon is that they only consider how to learn the similarity measurement between image appearance feature and video spatio-temporal feature, i.e., they directly extract features from all information without any importance by CNN and LSTM network.
In fact, most of the information containing in the background of images and video frames is useless, and the essential identity information of the pedestrian images or video frames is presented in body parts, such as torso, elbow, wrist, knee, ankle. Therefore, how to extract the useful discriminative features in pedestrian image/video without unrelated information and alleviate the cross-media gap are our main tasks.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this subsection, we summarize our contributions as below.
• We introduce a body-part attention feature extraction mechanism to learn representative area of images and videos. This mechanism can extract the body-part attention based appearance features in images and spatio-temporal features in videos, and neglect the useless area of images and video frames simultaneously. By doing so, our model can evaluate which elements should be concerned.
• Our paper proposes a Cross-media Body-part Attention Network (CBAN) for image-to-video based person re-id. The network employs the body-part attention feature extraction mechanism into the CNN and LSTM networks to learn bodypart attention pedestrian features, then utilize the attention coefficient constraint and similarity measurement to jointly optimize the synthetical network.
• To validate the performance of our CBAN model, this work performs various experiments on several widely used person re-id datasets, including large scale datasets (Mars, CUHK03, and Market 1501) and small datasets (iLIDS-VID, and PRID2011). The results demonstrate that CBAN approach is superior to the state-of-the-arts, which shows that body-part attention mechanism can effective improve the performance of person re-id problem.
II. RELATED WORK
We conclude the recent works on person re-id and deep attention models, and then summarize the advancement of our CBAN approach.
A. PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION
Up to now, various person re-id models have a large improvement along with the exploitation of deep learning technology, especially for image-based [5] , [19] , [21] , [25] , [37] , [44] and video-based [20] , [49] , [50] person re-id. However, for image-to-video based person re-id, only limited approaches are proposed, and their achievements are also confined in real applications [23] , [32] , [43] , [51] . Li et al. [23] used the mean shift to extract the person regions and obtain the salient region by computing the saliency of each region. Then all salient regions are clustered by least-squares log-density gradient clustering, and the rank of the person re-id. Wang et al. [32] proposed a point-to-set network which consists of a k-nearest neighbor triplet module, a deep neural network that uses videos and images as input to jointly learn the feature representations and a point-to-set distance metric in a unified way. Zhang et al. [43] designed a temporal memorized similarity learning neural network. It adopts CNNs to extract features from the input images and uses a long short-term memory network to encode the temporal features of video sequence. Then the learned feature vectors of images and videos are further forward to the similarity sub-network for distance metric learning. Zhu et al. [51] proposed a multi-view joint feature projection matrix and heterogeneous dictionary pair learning approach, which jointly learns an intra-video projection matrix and a pair of heterogeneous image and video dictionaries to make fully use of the complementary spatialtemporal and visual appearance information contained in pedestrian videos. Bai et al. [2] applied an end-to-end long short-term memory to model pedestrian, which can be seen as a sequence of body parts from hear to foot. Liu et al. [27] proposed a novel method to learn which parts of images are relevant for discerning persons, and then determine whether a pair of images belongs to the same person. These methods demonstrate that the part-based strategy and LSTM can obtain a better performance.
Still now, only several number image-to-video person re-id approaches are proposed, and most of them directly learn the similarity matrix and utilize handicraft features [51] (e.g., WHOS [26] , STFV3D [28] ) or deep feature representations by CNNs and LSTMs from images and video frames [23] , [32] , [38] , [43] . These methods can not learn effective feature representations because they directly work on the whole images or videos, and only consider the similarity measurement on poor features. More recently, some IVPR models focus on cross-media feature extraction, such as Reusing Cross-modal Embedding Network(RCE-Net) [38] , and Salient Region Based Least-Squares Log-Density Gradient clustering (LSLDG) method [23] . RCE-Net proposes an end-to-end neural network by cross-modal embedding from image captioning and video captioning models to help learned features projected into a coordinated space, then incorporates beneficial information by fixed model and eventually makes the target network independent of existing models. It also introduces CNNs and LSTMs to extract visual and sptio-temporal features. Salient Region based LSLDG method uses the mean shift to extract the person regions and obtains the salient region by computing the saliency for each region, then all salient regions are clustered by least-squares log-density gradient cluster, in which the salient regions are extracted from the same person. Different from them, our CBAN approach extracts convolutional cube from images and video frames with an importance for each joint-specific in human body-part, whose joints are detected by OpenPose [4] , which are utilized to guide the extracted feature maps following the same attention for images and video frames. Then, these attention based features are fed into CNNs and LSTMs to extract visual and spatio-temporal features following the REC-NET, while our CBAN approach deploys a cross-media body-part attention pulling loss to alleviate the cross-media gap with joint-specific importance.
Therefore, our CBAN network can learn body part attention based appearance image features and spatio-temporal video features, which can turn the model's attention to each body parts in pedestrian image and video frames. Besides, by learning the distant metric on extracted features, CBAN optimizes the network by making similarity loss on attention coefficients as well. All of these ensure the attention model more dedicated on useful information.
B. ATTENTION MODEL
In the human's brain, the attention of our consciousness will land on the representative areas (such as Torso, Elbow, Wrist, knee, Ankle) when we observe the pedestrian images or videos. The areas we interested in are small compared with the whole image. Inspired by human attention, the attention model can learn more representative features. Hence, we should make our person re-id models focusing on the representative pedestrian regions instead of the other useless background.
Attention models have been used in a variety of applications, such as machine translation, action recognition, image recognition, class tag and caption generation. Various attention models [11] , [14] , [16] , [34] are grown in popularity since Xu et al. [39] proposed. Guo et al. [14] proposed an Att-RCNN model to extract text features and classify relations by combining recurrent neural network (RNN) and CNN, which utilizes RNN to extract higher level contextual representations of words and CNN to learn sentence features for the relation classification task, and both wordlevel and sentence-level attention mechanisms are employed to strengthen critical words and features to promote the FIGURE 2. Our body part attention Network. We firstly group the 14 semantically-related human joints (Head, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles) into a number of body parts (Torso, elbow, wrist, knee, and ankle). Then utilize heat map α J i (k) as guidance on each joint in human body for each image and video frames, which fed into CNN and LSTM network to learn attention feature and their attention maps not only represent their joint-specific characteristic, but also preserve the important body structure information. Subsequently, we use these attention maps α J i (k) in the human part P to learn the body-part feature F P i and F P t . Finally, we fuse all the human-part features with a body-part pulling layer, to generate discriminative cross-media body-part attention features. More details can be found in Section III.
model's performance. Wang et al. [34] designed a two-level attention with multi-task learning framework for facial emotion estimation on static images. Its features of corresponding region are automatically extracted and enhanced by first level attention mechanism. In [16] , He et al. proposed a visualdense semantic attention network aiming to couple the attribution prediction stage and image representation extraction stage. This method consists of two semantic attention models, i.e., a semantic attributes prediction branch and an image feature extraction branch, and a long shot-term memory networks for caption generation. Du et al. [11] proposed a recurrent pose-attention network to learn complex motion structures, which introduces a pose-attention mechanism to adaptively learn pose-related features.
Illuminated by these attention models, we propose a novel body part attention network for cross-media person re-id. This network consists of two subnetworks to separately extract appearance image features and spatio-temporal features. The details of our approach are shown in Section III.
III. OUR APPROACH A. APPROACH OVERVIEW
In this subsection, we describe the proposed cross-media body-part attention network (CBAN) for image-to-video person re-id. CBAN aims to find a cross-media shared feature space which is implemented by a pedestrian body part attention mechanism. The shared feature space is constituted by body part attention including appearance image features and spatio-temporal video features. Our CBAN consists of two subnetworks to conduct attention mechanism on pedestrian images and videos, i.e., a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and a Long Short-Term Memorize (LSTM) network. The network architecture can be seen in Figure 2 .
Firstly, an image body-part attention subnet in the first branch is designed for pedestrian images in probe. This branch can get the importance coefficient matrix of body joints in pedestrian images, and then use the matrix to fix the appearance image features after CNN by the attention mechanism.
Then, a video body-part attention subnet in the second branch is designed for pedestrian videos in gallery. This branch puts the CNN features into a LSTM unit to produce spatio-temporal features fixed by importance coefficient matrix, while the image features are fixed after CNN, directly.
Finally, these two type features are employed to compute the similarity loss after a body part pooling unit, and the jointattention coefficients for each feature are also fed into a crossmedia body-part attention pulling loss. These two losses ensure that the similarity measurement of cross-media representations not only is consistency in discriminative space, but also makes the attention coefficients having the same distribution across camera views. Besides, an attention loss with heat map annotations of each joint is also designed to learn attention ability in CBAN.
B. FEATURE REPRESENTATION FOR IMAGES
Inspired by existing deep learning models for image-based person re-id problem, convolutional neural network (CNN) is an effective model to extract complicated feature representations, which can achieve more advantageous capability than handicraft features [26] , [28] . Therefore, we design a body-part attention based CNN to learn appearance features in probe.
We adopt several trainable convolutional layers and feature map pulling layers to produce feature map in our subnet. For the i-th image x i ∈ X = {x 1 , . . . , x N i }, its output of the last CNN layer is defined as C i ∈ R K 1 ×K 2 ×d c of d c feature maps in K 1 × K 2 cube shape (K 1 is the width of the feature map and K 2 is the height). Moreover, the feature cube maps C i are a collection of feature maps for each spatial position.
where the feature maps at the k-th position are
After this convolutional subnet, VOLUME 7, 2019 the feature maps are deployed into the image body-part attention unit to exploit the body-part attention based appearance features.
After obtaining C i , we design a body-part attention mechanism to extract the useful information in body regions (Torso, Elbow, Wrist, Knee, Ankle). As we know, the pedestrian identical features are most in these human body regions rather than other areas. Motivated by this point, we build a body-part attention subnet with pedestrian body-part structure.
In body-part attention subnet, we divide pedestrian body joints as five body parts, where a body part is denoted as P, and J is a body joint in P, we use several fully connected layers as part guidance, and calculate the importance of convolutional cube C i for each joint J ∈ P,
where
denotes the unnormalized attention score of C i (k) for the body joint J , and {v J , A P c , b P } are attention parameters. Notice that, v J is individually designed for each joint J ∈ P, which makes the body region P can share the whole key point in human body. By using these shared joints parameters mechanism, every heat map on key points α J i (k) not only expresses unique joint features, but also retains efficient body-part-structure information.
Then, the real attention heat map α J i (k) on each joint is calculated by normalizing α J i (k),
Using α J i (k) of all body joints in the pedestrian part P, the model can obtain the body-part attention feature from C i ,
where the part-attention features are composed with importance coefficient and convolutional cube feature map. That can learn the part-attention feature regardless of unrelated features. Finally, the obtained body-part-attention feature F P i is merged by a part concatenation layer to acquire the final feature representation F i of pedestrian image.
where this feature representation represents the probe image x i and will be fed into the similarity loss and cross-media body-part attention pulling loss, its concatenation following Figure 2 .
C. FEATURE REPRESENTATION FOR VIDEOS
We design this branch subnet to exploit body-part attention spatio-temporal representations for pedestrian videos in gallery. As far as we know, the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network is always implemented for various video-based vision tasks, and it can exploit effective spatiotemporal features to conduct video matching. Therefore, this subnet employs LSTM as the basic layers, combined with our body-part-attention mechanism (similar to images), to learn the video representations. Firstly, we compute the convolutional cube maps C t ∈ {K 1 × K 2 × d c } for each video frames, the size of cube is equal to C i ,
Different with image importance matrix, we employ the previous hidden state h t−1 as the temporal direction, and calculate the unnormalized importance α J t (k) of convolutional cube C t for each body joint J ∈ P of t-th video frame,
where C t (k) denotes the feature map at k-th location, α J t (k) is the unnormalized attention score of C t (k) for joint J , and
} are shared for all the joints in the body part P. With this partial parameter-sharing design, each joint heat map α J t (k) not only represents distinct joint characteristics, but also preserves rich human-part-structure information. Then, the normalized α J t (k) is also estimated by Eq.3, and the body-part attention feature for video frame is also computed by,
Finally, the obtained body-part attention features F t for video frames are employed into LSTM unit to exploit its temporal information, and then utilize the previous part-attention states h t in Eq.7 as input and compute the current states that comprise the hidden cells h t+1 ∈ R d and the memory cells F t+1 ∈ R d (d is the output number). The hidden and memory cells can be updated as follows:
where w u , w f , w c , w o are the corresponding recurrent gate weight matrices, σ is the logistic sigmoid function, and indicates an element-wise product.
With the obtained {h 1 , . . . , h T } in video sequences, we adopt the average polling method, following Niall McLaughlin et al. [29] , to learn the final body-part attention spatio-temporal feature F v ,
where T is the length of the sequence. 
where each training heat map M J i (M J t ) is generated by adding a fixed Gaussian centered at the corresponding joint location and resize it as the shape of convolutional cube. Note that, this pixel-level supervision constraint can yield richer joint representation.
Secondly, this paper employs a common similarity loss L mat to conduct their cross-media matching ability pedestrian cross-media features,
where l denotes whether the image-to-video pair belongs to the same pedestrian, l = 1 if F i and F v have the same ID, or l = 0. m is the margin parameters and d denotes the Euclidean distance between cross-media features F i and F v .
Finally, there are large variations for attention importance in probe and gallery due to different camera view they captured and in different medias. A free shared attention importance matrix can not preserve the attention on pedestrian region. Therefore, we propose a Cross-media Attention Pulling loss L cap on two attention matrices of each joint in probe and gallery. (19) where
α J i (k) denotes the average joint importance in probe images (N i is the number of probe images), and
α J t (k) denotes the average importance in gallery video frames (N v is the number of gallery videos).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We show the performance of our Cross-media Body-part Attention Network on five widely used benchmarks (including three large scale datasets and two small datasets). We firstly demonstrate the details of experiment datasets and settings. Then, Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) Curves and Rank-m accuracy are used to evaluate the performance of our approach and compared methods. Finally, we analyze the effectiveness of body-part attention unit and LSTM in our CBAN network.
A. DATASETS
We choose three large scale person re-id datasets (CUHK03 [35] , Market1501 [46] , and MARS [45] ), and two small person re-id datasets (iLIDS-VID [17] , and PRID-2011 [33] ). The details of five datasets and experimental settings are described as below.
CUHK03 dataset is the first person re-id dataset that is large enough for deep learning. The whole dataset is captured with six surveillance cameras. Each identity is observed by two joint camera views and has an average of 4.8 images in each view. These cameras monitor an open area where pedestrians walk in different directions, which leads to multiple view transforms even between the same pair of cameras. These images are obtained from a series of videos recorded over months. Illumination changes are caused by weather, sun direction, and shadow distributions.
Market1501 dataset contains a large number of identities and each identity has several images from six dis-joint cameras, that is 32,668 boxes of 1501 identities. This dataset also includes 2793 false alarms from DPM [12] as distractors to mimic the real scenario. Quality of the bounding boxes is worse than CUHK03, and 500K distractors are integrated to make this dataset really large scale. Each annotated identity is captured by at least two cameras.
MARS dataset is released in 2016 for video-based person re-id, which is an extended version of the Market-1501 dataset [46] . It includes 20,478 tracklets, with 1,1191,003 bounding box generated by DPM [12] and GMMCP [9] descriptors. These tracklets are captured by six near-synchronized cameras in the campus, including five 1, 080 × 1, 920 HD cameras and one 640 × 480 SD camera.
iLIDS-VID dataset contains 600 image sequences from 300 random pedestrians, which were captured from two nonoverlapped camera views using the i-LIDS multiple cameras. The number of images in each sequences is various from 23 to 192 images, about average 73 images per person. Because the variations in this dataset are tremendous in illumination, view point and cluttered backgrounds aroused by the non-overlapped camera views, and there are many pedestrians with similar appearance. This dataset is one of the most challenging dataset for person re-id.
PRID-2011 dataset consists of 400 image sequences captured from 200 pedestrian by two contiguous camera views. The number of frames in each sequence is ranged from 5 to 675, around 100 images per sequence. This dataset is easier to matching than iLIDS-VID, because they are obtained in uncrowded open-air scenarios under single background and little occlusions. Nevertheless, PRID-2011 dataset displays apparent color variations and occlusions in each views. We choose the first 200 pedestrians captured by both camera views, following the protocol used in literature [29] .
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND EVALUATION PROTOCOL 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS a: BODY JOINTS DETECTION
The first preparation work of CBAN is to detect pedestrian key joints of each image and video frame. Following the work [4] , we use OpenPose to locate each joint on pedestrian image/frame, and utilize it on pedestrian images by loading VOLUME 7, 2019 its trained model. We annotate these locations using Gaussian centered and resize it as the shape of convolutional cube, then feed them into sythetical network.
b: CNN AND BODY-PART ATTENTION UNIT
The attention appearance feature extractor and spatiotemporal feature extractor constitute our CBAN framework. In the first branch, we employ a commonly used CNN (ResNet-50 [15] ) with consideration of its competitive performance as well as its relatively concise architecture. The ResNet-50 used in our model is followed the training strategy in [47] and is fine-tuned on the ImageNet [10] pre-trained model without its fully-connected layers. The output CNN feature maps of last CNN layer are deployed as feature representations of the input image. For image probe, the image CNN feature maps are fed into attention subnet and produce a 512 dimensional feature F i . The second branch is designed based on these image features for each frame of gallery videos. We attach a LSTM architecture to exploit their temporal information of every F i from each time step. The LSTM subnet also outputs a 512 dimensional feature vectors, and then forward them to the similarity loss function Eq.18 and cross-media attention pulling loss Eq.19.
c: LSTM NETWORK
To extract temporal information in gallery videos, our CBAN approach employs Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network. Though GRU network [8] may have the same performance compared with LSTM, LSTM network outperforms GRU on large scale dataset, especially in the domain of video-based person re-id. Following the network settings in Graves et al. [13] . The attention based appearance features from video frames are fed as inputs of the LSTM, and an encoder and a decoder are deployed as two layers into LSTM for temporal information embedding. Assume that the number of video frames is T , the output of LSTM is a 512 × T dimensional feature map. A 1 × T CNN kernel is employed for convolutional cube of map, and output a feature map representation in 512 dimension F v in Eq.16.
d: TRAINING
With the setup in literature [29] , we randomly split each dataset into half of pedestrian for training and the other for testing. The evaluation is repeated 10 times. As for imageto-video person re-id referred in CBAN model, the images in probe are conducted retrieval in videos of gallery. To generate the probe images, we choose the random time step of the videos captured by one camera, and the another camera view is supposed as gallery video sequences. As for multiple camera datasets, we randomly choose one camera view video sequences to generate probe images. For the gallery, we also randomly choose a viewpoint as gallery to employ a video into our network.
e: TESTING
During testing phase, the testing data is not overlapped with training. The selection strategy is utilized according to training settings. Each image in probe and every frames of video in gallery are all fed into CNN and attention subnet to produce appearance feature representations. After that, the feature sequence of video frames is employed as input of LSTM to exploit their temporal information. The output of LSTM is concatenated together as the final feature representation of videos. To keep the length of video, we choose 15 consecutive time steps of each video.
f: IMPLEMENTATION
Following the setting in training and testing phase, we conduct experiments on Ubuntu system with 4 Tesla K40C GPUs. After trained for 6000 epochs with learning rate of 1e-6 using Adam solver, our network is converged. Each epoch data randomly selects half positive pedestrian imageto-video pairs and half negative pairs in probe and gallery. The margin in Eq.18 is set to m = 1.
2) EVALUATION PROTOCOL
The matching of image-to-video pairs between pedestrians is conducted by ranking the similarities of all pairs in probe and gallery. The Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curves are used to validate the effectiveness of our CBAN approach. CMC curves measurement is a widely used measurement in practice for person re-id, rather than only focusing on top rank matching rate. The average CMC curves are conducted over 10 times to employed as the validation metric. In evaluation, we firstly calculate the similarity between pedestrian image and gallery videos. Then rank the all similarities between the image and all retrieved videos by descending order, then select the most similar video with largest similarity as the true matching. At last, matching accuracies of rank-1 between all images are reported as the final matching rates, and top m ranked pedestrian is write as CMC rank-m.
C. COMPARED METHODS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our CBAN approach, we collect several state-of-the-art methods for image-to-video person re-id. We employ four handicraft feature based IVPR models, such as RDC [36] , KISSME [22] , XQDA [24] , PHDL [51] . These handicraft feature based IVPR models following the setting of Zhu et al. [51] . To compare with extensive results, we also employ two video person re-id methods as compared approaches, including Recurrent Convolutional Network (RCN) [29] and Recurrent Feature Aggregation Network(RFA-Net) [40] . Due to these two models are designed for video to video matching task, we modify these two models following the setting in Reusing Cross-modal Embedding Network (RCE-Net) [38] . Besides, we adopt REC-Net [38] , P2SNet [32] , Temporally Memorized Similarity Learning (TMSL) [43] , Salient Region Based Least-Squares Log-Density Gradient clustering (LSLDG) method [23] and Weighted Spatial-Temporal Features (WSTF) [42] as baselines to compare. We report the results of above methods in Table 1 . Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments on the variants of CBAN to demonstrate the importance of main components proposed in our CBAN. Firstly, we separately remove the attention model and cross-media body-part attention pulling loss to generate two modified versions. For attention model, we remove the body-part attention subnetwork in CBAN network and directly use the extracted CNN features as the input of LSTM, denoted as CrossMedia Network (CMNet). As for cross-media body-part attention pulling loss, we remove this loss and only employ similarity loss L mat and attention loss L att into CBAN. This baseline is remarked as Only Body-part Attention Network (OBAN). Besides, to evaluate the effect of LSTM unit, we treat video frames as pedestrian images to extract bodypart attention features and compute the minimum value to represent each video, which denoted as Body-Part Attention Network (BPAN). Their results are illustrated in Table 3 .
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have conducted extensive experiments on five person re-id benchmarks. Table 1 reports the rank-m matching accuracy of our approach and all compared methods on MARS, iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets. From the results, we can see that CBAN achieves the rank-1 accuracy of 68.2% on MARS, 43.20% on iLIDS-VID, and 74.6% on PRID-2011 which leaves a margin than state-of-the art at least 0.8% (68.2-67.4 on MARS). In addition, we conduct experiments on CUHK03 and Market1501 datasets, and display the rank-1 accuracy results of CBAN in Table 2 . It is noting that there are not state-of-the-arts IVPR models conducted on these two datasets. Results show that our CBAN achieves rank-1 matching accuracy of 45.8% on CUHK03, and 53.6% on Market1501.
2) EVALUATION ON THE MARS DATASET
On MARS dataset, the best rank-1 matching accuracy 68.2% is obtained by CBAN and rank-5, 10, 20 are 73.0%, 81.4%, and 84.9%, respectively. Compared with state-of-the-arts, our CBAN leaves them at least 0.8% on rank-1 matching accuracy, which demonstrates that our approach outperforms state-of-the-arts on Mars dataset. Detailed performance can be seen in Table 1 . Figure 3 (a) draws CMC curves of CBAN and compared methods, which also shows the performance of CBAN is superior to others.
3) EVALUATION ON THE iLIDS-VID DATASET
On iLIDS-VID dataset, the best rank-m results are achieved by CBAN as shown in Table 1 , with rank-1 accuracy 43.2%. The rank-m results and CMC curves in Figure 3(b) show the effectiveness of our proposed.
4) EVALUATION ON THE PRID2011 DATASET
On PRID-2011 dataset, our CBAN model obtains accuracy of 74.62% rank-1 accuracy, leaving the compared methods at least 1.3%(74.6-73.3), and the rank-5, rank-10, rank-20 accuracies also outperform state-of-the-arts, as shown in Table 1 . The CMC curves of PRID-2011 are drawn in Figure 3 (c), and it shows our approach is more competitive than all compared methods.
5) EVALUATION ON OTHER DATASETS
We conduct extensive experiments on CUHK03 and Market1501 datasets, and our CBAN model achieves rank-1 matching accuracy of 45.8% on CUHK03 and 53.6 % on Market1501. Combined with the results from all datasets, it is obviously that our CBAN model obtains acceptable results not only on large scale dataset, but also effective on small datasets. Therefore, our CBAN model has a good scalability on IVPR task.
E. DISCUSSION 1) EVALUATION OF BODY-PART ATTENTION UNIT
To evaluate the effectiveness of our Body-part Attention Unit in CBAN, we remove this unit and directly use the extracted CNN features as the input of LSTM (Cross-Media Network, CMNet) only with a similarity loss. Furthermore, we adopt another part based unit (Part-based Convolutional Baseline, PCB) [31] to replace the attention unit as one baseline method. PCB [31] conducts uniform partition on the convolutional layer for learning part-level features instead of explicitly partition the images. We employ it to take a whole image or video frame as the input and output a convolutional feature. The implementation of PCB is followed Sun et al. [31] to conduct image-to-video person re-id. Table 3 reports rank-1 accuracies of CMNet, PCB and CBAN, and it can be seen that CBAN is superior to PCB and CMNet a large margin on all datasets. PCB is also outperform CMNET, which shows that the body-part based method can improve the discriminative ability for image-to-video person re-id. In addition, our CBAN leaves PCB a large margin because PCB only focus on part-based convolutional layers without considering discriminant difference in joints, while our CBAN exploit the body part features from attentions on 14 key joints.
2) EVALUATION OF LSTM UNIT
In CBAN, we adopt LSTM architecture to extract temporalspatial information in video sequences. To evaluate the validation of LSTM unit, we treat video frames as pedestrian images to extract body-part attention features and compute the minimum value to represent each video, named BodyPart Attention Network (BPAN). The result is also reported in Table 3 .
BPAN achieves rank-1 accuracy of 49.8% on MARS dataset, 35.1% on iLIDS-VID, 59.8% on PRID2011 dataset, 36.9% on CUHK03 and 46.7% on Market1501. Furthermore, each rank-1 matching accuracy of CBAN is superior to BPAN around 15%-17%. The reason is that LSTM can exploit temporal information of video frames. In addition, combined with cross-media body-part attention pulling loss, CBAN can alleviate the huge cross-media feature gap between image appearance features and video spatio-temporal features, and then it can achieve desired performance on IVPR task.
3) DISCUSSION OF CROSS-MEDIA GAP
The most challenging task in image-to-video person re-id is how to alleviate the cross-media gap. In CBAN approach, we design a cross-media body-part attention pulling loss to solve this issue. For the purpose of evaluating this loss, we remove this loss from CBAN, named Only Body-part Attention Network (OBAN). In addition, we employ a Camera Style adaptation (CamStyle) module to replace this loss following Zhong et al. [48] . CamStyle can serve as a data augmentation approach that smooths the camera style disparities and labeled training images can be style-transferred to each camera, along with the original training samples.
The rank-1 accuracies of OBAN and CamStyle are listed in Table 3 , which have a distance away from CBAN's at least 6% (45.8-39.8 ). The results demonstrate that our cross-media body-part attention pulling loss is essential for CBAN model and outperforms CamStyle in IVPR task. The key reason is that our designed cross-media body-part attention pulling loss can alleviate the cross-media gap in attention unit and makes attention-based features more consistency.
4) DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT BODY PART
Obviously, the pedestrian body-parts will influence the robustness of our model. To discuss the effectiveness of different body parts, we conduct several occlusion testing for each body part (torso, elbow, wrist, knee or ankle). We remove the body-part feature in last concatenated feature when occlude the appointed part. These results are shown in Figure 4 .
It can be seen from Figure 4 that torso is the most important body part due to lots of useful information is contained in it, and other body-part also perform considerable loss for accuracy. CBAN performs the ideal matching accurate rate when we put the all attention part together. All of these results further demonstrate the body-part attention module can efficiently improve the performance of our approach.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a Cross-media Body-part Attention Network (CBAN) for IVPR. CBAN can extract the important body-part attention based cross-media features from images/ videos by CNN/LSTM, and ignore useless information in image and video frames using a body-part attention mechanism. Our approach also can alleviate the inherent crossmedia gap by a novel cross-media body-part attention pulling constraint. From the results, we can see that our CBAN approach achieves better performance than existing state-ofthe-art methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. 
